Waverley Abbey Learning Beyond the Classroom
All things are possible for one who believes – Mark 9:23.
During their time at school, a Waverley Abbey student will develop their awareness of global environmental issues and of how they can play their part in protecting our planet. Through
increased outdoor provision, children are able to develop their practical skills, as well as supporting their well-being and building their resilience. Our aim is for children to be more engaged
and enthusiastic about the curriculum by increasing the amount of learning we take outdoors. This way, we can ensure that all learning styles are supported, thus enabling stronger progress
across a range of subjects. Waverley Abbey children should leave us with a love for the natural environment, as well as the understanding and passion required to make eco-friendly choices
and develop positive, life-long habits.
At Waverley Abbey C of E Junior School we believe in the importance of both on-site visitors and off-site education to broaden learning and develop social and life skills.

Curriculum enrichment – Waverley Abbey Challenge, Forest school, a residential for each year group, termly trip or visitor
Year 3
Forest
School
Topics
studied

Aut 1

Introducti
on to
forest
schools –
bug
hotels Stone
age art
Tree spirit
faces

Trips and
Events

Outdoor
learning

Resilience
workshop
Butser
Portals to
the Past

Rocks and
fossils- pg. 4457 Year 3
outdoor
curriculum
book

Year 4
Outdoor learning

Maths perimeter and area
- pg. 38-39 of Year 4
outdoor curriculum book
Science – states of matter
– pg. 44-57 in Year 4
outdoor curriculum book

Trips and
Events
Winchester
Science Centre

Year 5
Outdoor
learning
Science – day
and night –
tracking of sun
across sky,
measuring
shadows etc.
Maths
perimeter and
area - pg. 38-39
of Year 3 and 4
outdoor
curriculum
book

Trips and
Events

Global
Links

Year 6
Outdoor
learning

Science
Planetarium
Experience
Local
Mosque visit

Launch
day –
activities
and
workshop

Computing –
drawing and
acting out a
network on
playground
Ancient Egypt –
clue hunting
Macbeth CSI
Performance
poetry
Outdoor
learning –
gardening
,stone painting,
leaf hunting,
minibeast
hunting
Music –
creating a
storm

Trips and
Events

Waverley
Abbey
Challenge

Shakespeare
workshop
Mandir
temple

Introduction
Presentation and
Application
Deadline
(September)
Booklet
Guidance
Meeting and
Reviews
(October +
ongoing)

Aut 2

Spring
1

Spring
2

Sum 1

Tree spirit
faces
Knots –
(shoe
laces)
developm
ent of
skills

Signposts

Creating a
map,
scale

Fishbourne
Roman
Palace

Fire
lighters
and
lighting a
fire
Fire
lighters
and
lighting a
fire

Shelter
buildings

Signposts

RHS Wisley

Tools
work –
medals
and
medallion

Sum 2

All skills
come
together
– shelter,
fire

Stone Age – pg.
72-85 in Year 6
outdoor
curriculum
book

Weaving /
creating 3D
shapes
measuring
dimensions pg. 40-43 in
Year 4 outdoor
curriculum
book
Geography – UK
counties and
cities pg. 62-63
in Year 3
outdoor
curriculum
book
Perimeter and
2&3D shape –
pg. 31-43 in Yr3
outdoor
curriculum
book

RE – God, trinity, etc. – pg.
142-155 in Year 3 outdoor
curriculum book

Signposts

Maths –
perimeter and
area – pg. 38-39
of Year 4 book

Signposts
Wintershall?

Maths – shape
– pg. 30-43 of
Year 6 book

Signposts

Personal
Presentations
(November)

Science –
evolution and
adaptation –
pg. 82-85 of
Year 6 book
Maths – length and
measure

Anglo-Saxon Day
– Portals to the
Past

Art – collage, natural
materials – pg. 94-95 of
Year 4 outdoor curriculum
book

Materials
workshop??

WW2 – pg. 7285 in Year 4
book
Dig for victory –
separate lesson
plan TBC

Animals including humans
Van Gogh – pg. 88-89 in
Year 4 outdoor curriculum
book

Science – plants – pg. 4647 Year 6 outdoor
curriculum book

Science –
materials – pg.
44-57 in Year 4
book

Year 4 Residential
– Runways End

First Aid Sessions
(October)

Aldershot
Military
Museum
VE Day Tea
party

RE – God,
trinity, etc. –
pg. 142-155 in
Year 3 book

Year 5
residential Calshott

Science – living
things and their
habitats - pg.
44-57 of Year 6
book

ZooLab

Science – living
things and their
habitats –
habitats – pg.
54-55 of Year 6
book

River Wey

Maths – angles
and direction –
pg. 36-41 of
Year 5 book

Year 6
residential UKSA

British Fauna
Session
(December)
Emergency Calls
Sessions
(January)
E-safety
Presentations
(February)
British Flora
Session (March)

Map Reading
Session (Summer
term)
Expedition (May)

Jane Goodall –
pg. 88-89 in
Year 3 book
Signposts
Residential
- Sleepover

Algorithms –
blindfold trail

Art – printing using natural
resources – pg. 96-97 of
Year 5 book and pg. 108111 of Year 4 book
Maths – shapes – pg. 3043 Year 4 book

Forest School Day All skills
come together – shelter,
fire - carousel of activities,
1 hour for each session

Farnham Local
study ??

Art – printing
using natural
resources – pg.
96-97 of Year 5
book
Forest School
Day All skills
come together
– shelter, fire
carousel of
activities 1 hour
for each session

Portals to
the past?

Geography – UK
counties and
cities pg. 62-63
in Year 3 book
Forest School
Day All skills
come together
– shelter, fire
carousel of
activities 1 hour
for each session

Leavers
Service
Cathedral

Assessing
booklets and
Awards (June)
Presentation
Evening (June)

Art Team building Knots -

Art Team building Knots Tools and fire CC

Shelter
building

Knots -

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Create a tarpaulin shelter
Work successfully as a group, consider
and evaluate each members’
contributions
Compare and evaluate the shelters in
relation to their sturdiness, durability,
weatherproofing
and whether it is
fit for purpose

Design and build varying sized shelters
using tarpaulin and materials found in Wild
Area/blindfold trail.
Work successfully as a group, having
considered and evaluated each members’
contributions
Compare and evaluate the shelters in
relation to their sturdiness, durability,
weatherproofing and whether it is fit for
purpose

Work successfully as a group, considering
and evaluating each members’
contributions
Compare and evaluate the shelters in
relation to their sturdiness, durability,
weatherproofing and whether it is fit for
purpose

Shelter building challenge – working in teams
the children plan, build and review their
shelters (recap the different ways to build
shelters)
Work successfully as a group, having considered
and evaluated each members’ contributions
Compare and evaluate the shelters in relation
to their sturdiness, durability, weatherproofing
and whether it is fit for purpose

Double Walled
Lean-To

Envelope

Create a tipi shelter with camouflage
A Frame Fly

Body Bag
Wind Shed
A

Knots

Team building -

Tools and fire CC

Tools and fire - CC

Key skills to
progress –
Building,
problemsolving and
teamwork

Art -

Frame Fly

More sophisticated use of knots for
attaching to structures and trees
Lashing and frapping frames and dual
structures
Reef knot
Half hitch
Clove hitch

More sophisticated knots for attaching to
structures and trees
Independent use of lashing and frapping
techniques
Reef knot
Half hitch
Clove hitch
Timber hitch
Round turn and two half hitches

Shelter hitches and knots
More complex knots and selecting the
correct knot for a job
Reef knot
Half hitch
Clove hitch
Timber hitch
Round turn and two half hitches
Shear lashing

The Lean-to Shelter
A large branch is positioned either against a
standing tree or a Y shaped stick to form a ridge
pole.
Large sticks can then be leant against it to form
a lattice which makes up the structure for the
sides of the shelter.
Bracken, large leaves and grasses can then be
placed on top of and weaved into the structure
of the shelter to reduce wind and water ingress.
More complex knots and selecting the correct
knot for a job
Reef knot
Half hitch
Clove hitch
Timber hitch
Round turn and two half hitches
Shear lashing
Square lashing

Using
Tools
Only to
be
complet
ed in
sessions
led by
Forest
School
Lead
Practitio
ner
Blindfol
d trail
activitie
s

Shear lashing

Square lashing

Children will develop their skills when
using a range of tools. Tools will only be
used when the children are physically,
mentally and socially ready to do so.
Children’s ability to use tools will
develop at different ages

Children will develop their skills when using
a range of tools. Tools will only be used
when the children are physically, mentally
and socially ready to do so. Children’s
ability to use tools will develop at different
ages

Children will develop their skills when
using a range of tools. Tools will only be
used when the children are physically,
mentally and socially ready to do so.
Children’s ability to use tools will develop
at different ages

Peeler(1:1)

Loppers
Secateurs
Knives for whittling

Loppers
Secateurs
Knives for whittling
Bow saw
Bill Hook
Make a Tent peg

Blind drawing - In pairs, one child is
blindfolded. The other child
describes a leaf or other natural
object and the blindfolded child
draws what is described.

Blindfold Line up: Make the whole
team wear blindfolds, line up holding
hands. Get the team to line-up in an
order without removing blindfolds.
Age, name letters of alphabet etc.

Meet a tree - In pairs, blindfolded
child to be guided to a tree by their
partner and “hug” the tree,
touching and smelling the bark,
exploring the tree as far as they can
reach up or down. Encourage
descriptive language. The child is
taken back to the log circle and is
asked to identify the tree without
their blindfold. A few spins will help
confuse them…

Blindfold rope line
Lay a thin rope line out on the grass.
Use a rope about 10m long. Players
are blindfolded one at a time and are
challenged to walk the line. More
points for getting further, losing points
every time they step on the ground
other than on the line.

Blindfold Shapes
For this blindfold games use a large
loop of rope, about 30m works well.
A team of between 4 and 6
individuals should be asked to lay
this loop on the ground in a specific
shape such as a square or circle

Blindfolds Maze
For this blindfold game, a marker is put
on a clear space of grass. A person
wears a blindfold and is then given a
route to follow away from the mark. At
the end of the route they are to
retrace their steps. Then the blindfold
is removed. The closer they are to the
start point the better. Progression in
this task is to make the route more

Blindfold square: All children to put
one hand on the rope which is 10 m
long. Children must then put their
blindfolds on and hold the rope with
both hands they must keep both
hands on the rope (so they cannot
take off blindfolds etc.) and create a
square, continue with different more
complex shapes.
Blind Leads (on or off trail)
Develop trust and communication,
sometimes called Trust Walks. One
person is blindfolded and their
partner is sighted. The person takes
the other for a walk by holding their
hand or arm and talking to them as
they go. This activity with blindfolds
can progress by:
 Making the route they take
more complex with regards
to turns and twists
 Low level obstacles to step
over can be incorporated
such as cones

Children will develop their skills when using a
range of tools. Tools will only be used when the
children are physically, mentally and socially
ready to do so. Children’s ability to use tools
will develop at different ages
Loppers
Secateurs
Knives for whittling
Bow saw
Bill Hook
Make a spoon
Make a stool

Blindfold square All children to put one
hand on the rope which is 10 m long.
Children must then put their blindfolds on
and hold the rope with both hands they
must keep both hands on the rope (so they
cannot take off blindfolds etc.) and create
a square, continue with different more
complex shapes.
Robot Wars- mark an area of about 10m
by 10m on grass with string or hazard tape.
Randomly spread out 30 foam balls or balls
of paper.
Group members are paired up. One is the
Robot and the other is the Director. The
Robot is blindfolded and is in the zone, the
Director is sighted and stands just outside
the zone. You could have up to four Robots
in the zone at any one time thought it
works well with just two.
To score points the Director directs the
Robot to the balls of paper (walking only,
no running). They pick these up and then

whilst all of them are blindfolded
and in contact with the rope. For
younger groups give them 20
minutes planning time and time for
a couple of dry runs, all without
blindfolds. For older groups just set
them the task.

complex for example start with 10
steps forward. The next route may be
5 steps forward and 5 steps to the left
and so on. Works best with delegates
working in pairs, one with blindfold
and one sighted to check they don't go
too far off track and to be beside them
to give a steadying hand.

Blindfolds route re-trace
This one is a short fun game
involving blindfolds. Place a marker
on a large grassed area.
Stand a player at the marker
wearing a blindfold. Then give them
walking instructions along the lines
of 2 steps forward, 5 right etc.
When they get to the end of the
trail give them the reverse
instructions.
The goal is that they should finish as
close to the start point as they can.
Work in pairs, one wearing
blindfolds and the other sighted to
give instructions and check for
safety. The second person shouldn't
tell them how well they are doing
until the instructions are finished.

Sheep and Shepherd Use a large open
grass space free from any obstructions
or hazards. Using rope laid on the
ground mark out a pen. Select one
team member to be the shepherd.
Everyone else will take the role of
sheep. The shepherd has to get the
sheep in the pen. The shepherd is to
stay in one place in the centre of the
field and may only clap or whistle. The
sheep wear blindfolds and are
scattered around the field and may
only make sheep noises. Before
putting blindfolds in place, give the
team time to plan how they are going
to use these sounds to achieve the
task. Allow up to 30 minutes for the
activity.

Circle of Silence (with Blindfolds)
Split class into two groups of 15.
Group to stand in an inward facing
circle with an arm’s length between
each person. One person is given an
object that if jarred will make a
noise, a large tin with a few marbles
in it works really well. The tin must
be passed from one person to the
next as quietly as they can. One of
the group wears a blindfold and
asked to stand in the middle of the
circle. Their aim is to listen out for

Blindfolds route re-trace
This one is a short fun game involving
blindfolds. Place a marker on a large
grassed area.
Stand a player at the marker wearing a
blindfold. Then give them walking
instructions along the lines of 2 steps
forward, 5 right etc. When they get to
the end of the trail give them the
reverse instructions.
The goal is that they should finish as
close to the start point as they can.



The contact between the
partners can be reduced for
example contact only with
one finger or perhaps verbal
communication only
The sighted partner is there to
provide safety and support for the
person ensuring that they follow a
safe route.
Night line
Mark out a trail with rope. The trail
should include areas of sensory
interest such as over grass, over soft
floor mats, under a crawl net.
Blindfold all members of the group
then ask them to follow the rope
staying together as a group by
holding the back of the coat of the
person in front of them. Give the
leader a jug of water to carry, change
the leader by placing bits of string on
the course to show when the leader
should go to the back. Set 2 teams
off at similar times to complete the
course though one starts from
different ends of the rope. Give each
team a jug of water to carry each
team member must take a turn at
carrying the water at least once! See
which team has the most water.
Team must negotiate past the other
team as well to get to the end of the
rope.
Remote Control Divide the team in
to pairs. Blindfolds Mark out a start
area and finish area, using the
blindfold trail complete with
obstacles etc… Make sure the robot
doesn’t speak and wears a blindfold.
Children must control their robots.

are directed to throw them (underarm
only) at the other Robots. If they hit then
the pair gets a point.
Each game can last 5 minutes. The pair
with the most points wins. Have a referee
to keep score and to ensure that balls are
thrown gently and robots move slowly for
safety purposes.
Blind Leads (on or off trail)
Develop trust and communication,
sometimes called Trust Walks. One person
is blindfolded and their partner is sighted.
The person takes the other for a walk by
holding their hand or arm and talking to
them as they go. This activity with
blindfolds can progress by:
 Making the route they take more
complex with regards to turns and
twists
 Low level obstacles to step over
can be incorporated such as cones
 The contact between the partners
can be reduced for example
contact only with one finger or
perhaps verbal communication
only
The sighted partner is there to provide
safety and support for the person ensuring
that they follow a safe route.

Night line
Mark out a trail with rope. The trail should
include areas of sensory interest such as
over grass, over soft floor mats, under a
crawl net. Blindfold all members of the
group then ask them to follow the rope
staying together as a group by holding the
back of the coat of the person in front of
them. Give the leader a jug of water to
carry, change the leader by placing bits of

the noise of the tin and marbles. If
they hear it they should point to
where the noise comes from.
Whoever made the noise takes the
place of the person in the middle of
the group.

Work in pairs, one wearing blindfolds
and the other sighted to give
instructions and check for safety. The
second person shouldn't tell them how
well they are doing until the
instructions are finished.
Circle of Silence (with Blindfolds) Split
class into two groups of 15. Group to
stand in an inward facing circle with an
arm’s length between each person.
One person is given an object that if
jarred will make a noise, a large tin
with a few marbles in it works really
well. The tin must be passed from one
person to the next as quietly as they
can. One of the group wears a
blindfold and asked to stand in the
middle of the circle. Their aim is to
listen out for the noise of the tin and
marbles. If they hear it they should
point to where the noise comes from.
Whoever made the noise takes the
place of the person in the middle of
the group.

Controllers of the robots must
communicate with their robot from
the start.

Blindfolds route re-trace
This one is a short fun game
involving blindfolds. Place a marker
on a large grassed area.
Stand a player at the marker wearing
a blindfold. Then give them walking
instructions along the lines of 2 steps
forward, 5 right etc. When they get
to the end of the trail give them the
reverse instructions.
The goal is that they should finish as
close to the start point as they can.
Work in pairs, one wearing blindfolds
and the other sighted to give
instructions and check for safety. The
second person shouldn't tell them
how well they are doing until the
instructions are finished.
Minefield
Lay a large number of soft objects to
be avoided on a grass area. Amongst
them place some soft objects to be
retrieved. The in each pair one
person is blindfolded and must be
guided by the other to retrieve the
targets without touching any of the
mines. Easiest if the person doing the
guiding can touch the other person’s
hand. Harder if they may only talk to
them, harder again if the person
guiding is on the edge of the area.

string on the course to show when the
leader should go to the back. Set 2 teams
off at similar times to complete the course
though one starts from different ends of
the rope. Give each team a jug of water to
carry each team member must take a turn
at carrying the water at least once! See
which team has the most water. Team
must negotiate past the other team as well
to get to the end of the rope.
Remote Control Divide the team in to
pairs. Blindfolds Mark out a start area and
finish area, using the blindfold trail
complete with obstacles etc… Make sure
the robot doesn’t speak and wears a
blindfold. Children must control their
robots. Controllers of the robots must
communicate with their robot from the
start.

Blindfolds route re-trace
This one is a short fun game involving
blindfolds. Place a marker on a large
grassed area.
Stand a player at the marker wearing a
blindfold. Then give them walking
instructions along the lines of 2 steps
forward, 5 right etc. When they get to the
end of the trail give them the reverse
instructions.
The goal is that they should finish as close
to the start point as they can. Work in
pairs, one wearing blindfolds and the other
sighted to give instructions and check for
safety. The second person shouldn't tell
them how well they are doing until the
instructions are finished.
Minefield
Lay a large number of soft objects to be
avoided on a grass area. Amongst them

place some soft objects to be retrieved.
The in each pair one person is blindfolded
and must be guided by the other to
retrieve the targets without touching any
of the mines. Easiest if the person doing
the guiding can touch the other person’s
hand. Harder if they may only talk to them,
harder again if the person guiding is on the
edge of the area.

Team
Building

All Aboard: Keep the class in 3 small
groups. The aim is to get all of their
team stood and balanced on the
tarpaulin sheet. After each
successful attempt the team should
step off the sheet and it folded in
half. The idea is to get the group on
to the smallest sheet they can. Get
children to fold without stepping
off!
Plank Game or Line up: Line the
group up and ask the group to
rearrange them-selves in to height
order, shoe size, name order,
etc…Use a line on the floor or gym
benches or crates and planks for
this task depending on ability of the
group.
All Up: Get the group in pairs to sit
down with toes touching and
holding hands. The aim is to then
stand up without moving their feet
and without letting go of hands.
When they have got competent at
pairs do fours, six etc…

Tyre Walk. mark out a start and finish
line. Practice the balancing of team
members on the tyres before starting
the task.
Stepping Stones. mark out a start and
finish line. Brief the group and give
them a time limit. If required lay the
stepping stones out first to avoid
having to move the stones.
Laser Field Set-up a course using
string, or rope use chairs to put string
around so it is kept taught at sides.
Randomly weave a course. Don’t make
the spaces to large otherwise children
will find the challenge to easy. Try and
make a 5m course. Children in their
group must attempt to get their whole
team through the ‘laser’ field. One
player may take to the course at a time
the others may help from the start
(not the sides or finish!!) Each player
starts with 3 lives. Each time a life is
lost the whole team must start again
and the player loses one of their lives.
See how many of your team you can
get safe.

Laser Field Set-up a course using
string, use chairs to put string around
so it is kept taught at sides.
Randomly weave a course. Don’t
make the spaces to large otherwise
children will find the challenge to
easy. Try and make a 5m course.
Children in their group must attempt
to get their whole team through the
laser’field. One player may take to
the course at a time the others may
help from the start (not the sides or
finish!!) Each player starts with 3
lives. Each time a life is lost the
whole team must start again and the
player loses one of their lives. See
how many of your team you can get
safe.
Human Knot Split class into 3 groups,
get children to from a circle in their
group. Take hold of two different
people's hand but not the people
next to you each member of the
team should hold onto one person's
hand with each of their hands.
Teams need to without letting go of
hands untie themselves, they may
change grip but not let go!!
Group Drawing This activity can be
presented and debriefed in a number
of different ways. Examples include:

Laser Field Set-up a course using string,
use chairs to put string around so it is kept
taught at sides. Randomly weave a course.
Don’t make the spaces to large otherwise
children will find the challenge to easy. Try
and make a 5m course. Children in their
group must attempt to get their whole
team through the ‘laser’field. One player
may take to the course at a time the others
may help from the start (not the sides or
finish!!) Each player starts with 3 lives.
Each time a life is lost the whole team
must start again and the player loses one
of their lives. See how many of your team
you can get safe.
Human Knot Split class into 3 groups, get
children to from a circle in their group.
Take hold of two different people's hand
but not the people next to you each
member of the team should hold onto one
person's hand with each of their hands.
Teams need to without letting go of hands
untie themselves, they may change grip
but not let go!!
Juggernaughts Using 3 crates and 2 planks
children must get from a starting position
to a finishing position. Make sure the
children have to move their planks, at least
once to get to finish otherwise the
challenge will be too easy!
Save The Egg Each team needs the

Key skills to
progress –
cooking
and fire
lighting
Key skills to
progress –
Understand
ing nature
and the
environme

Using
Fire for
Cooking
Led by
Forest
School
Lead
Eco/Scie
nce and
nature

Light a fairy fire and keep it going

Roast food on a fire with support

•Learn about pollination and how bright colours attract wildlife.
•Weaving bright patterns onto wicker/willow fences (or weave indoors then attach to
fence) to attract wildlife.
•Studying flowers and learning about how they’re pollinated.
•Study/sketch flowers in wild area
•Make bug hotels to encourage insects.
•Weaving and crocheting colourful patterns and ‘flowers’ to attract wildlife.

teamwork; individual differences,
diversity, problem solving or
planning. The only equipment
needed are some drawings of shapes
and a large chalk board or flip chart
which is visible to all. Divide the
group into three small groups:
• Drawers. The drawers attempt to
recreate one of the pre-drawn
designs which they cannot see. They
can only draw and listen. They may
not talk and they stand with their
backs to the group so they cannot
receive nonverbal messages.
• Talkers. The talkers attempt to
describe the design to the drawers.
The talkers also do not see the
design.
• Viewers. The viewers are the only
ones to see the design. They may not
talk and must communicate
nonverbally. The talkers may
question the viewers who must
respond nonverbally. The viewers
may not draw the design in the air or
use any other nonverbal
communication which actually shows
the design. The initiative is complete
when the viewers are satisfied with
what the drawers have created.

following equipment
Equipment: An egg, two balloons, a roll of
Sellotape, some elastic bands, two straws
and 4 pieces of paper
Description: The group has 20 mins to
make a vehicle to carry the egg. The
vehicle should be strong enough to
withstand a fifteen-foot drop onto
concrete. Can you save the egg from
cracking?

Cooking on a camp fire (roast food)
Make and tend a fire safely

Prepare and light a campfire with supervision

•Learning about pond-life and life cycles of amphibians linked to science.
•Pond-dipping – any wildlife in pond?
•Identifying plants and parts of plants
•Pond dipping – filtration and PH levels
•Look at plant growth.
•Reproduction in plants – dissecting flowers.

•Identifying and classifying trees and plants.
•Shaking out branches, using magnifying glasses – identifying and classifying insects

nt

Key skills to
progress –
Physical
developme
nt / healthy
lifestyles

Geograp
hical
Skills
/Navigat
ion

follow a map in a familiar context
use a map to orientate around a course
Follow a route safely.

follow a map in a (more demanding)
familiar context
Follow a route within a time limit.
follow a map with confidence to navigate
around a route

follow a map in an unknown location
use clues and a compass to navigate a route
change my route to overcome a problem
Use new information to change my route.

plan a route and a series of clues for
someone else
Plan with others taking account of safety
and danger.
devise and put into practice a range of
solutions and challenges

Play /
Explorin
g)

Take part in outdoor challenges on own
and in a team
Climb a tree
Make something out of wood
Cook outdoors

Play woodland versions of games
I can work in a team during wide games
and scavenger hunts
Make a sculpture
Make up your own game and teach it to
someone
Treasure hunt

Orienteering with an OS map

Create a time capsule

Links to school values

Growth – Children develop a variety of skills, including confidence within themselves, thus becoming well-rounded individuals, showing holistic
growth.
Compassion – Love of wildlife, showing compassion towards the earth - knowing what they can do and having the motivation to help protect the
environment. Empathy with others across the world and what we can do to support them.
Honesty – Questions oneself with regards to how we treat the environment – what more could we do?
Courage – Being brave and taking risks, taking on challenges and learning new skills which may be out of their comfort zone.
Hope – Knowledge and understanding of how to create a better future for the planet – having the hope that we will get there. Discovering new ways
to learn and having hope for themselves in their learning.
Love – Love of nature and looking after the world in which we live. Develop a greater love of learning through increased outdoor provision.

